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7 Motorola Standard Features *
INTERNAL FEATURES
Dual Mode 
Voice-Activated Dialing 
Advanced Speech Recognition
Java™ Technology Enabled
Location Based Services1

Instant Messaging1

Internet Microbrowser1

Photo Caller ID1

Music Player
Digital Camera / Video Camcorder
Memory Expansion Capability
Integrated Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 4 
Integrated Bluetooth® Stereo Wireless Technology 4  
Microsoft® Windows Mobile™-based Smartphone
Sync with Outlook® 
Windows Media®  Player Mobile
Good Mobile Messaging1

Microsoft® Office Outlook Mobile
NEXTEL NETWORK FEATURES
4 iDEN Standard Features **
DirectTalkSM Off-Network Walkie-Talkie1

Group Walkie-Talkie1

Direct SendSM Contact1

Direct SendSM  Picture1

Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS)1

SPRINT NETWORK FEATURES
Sprint Power VisionSM Enabled1

Sprint On Demand Service1

Sprint Picture MailSM 1

NFL® Mobile from Sprint
Sprint Music Store1

Sprint TVSM 1

Voice SMS1

EXTERNAL FEATURES
AgION® Antimicrobial Technology5

Meets US 810F Military Specifications for Durability6 
Meets US 810F Military Specifications Lite for Durability7 
Rubber Easy-To-Grip Overmold
Stereo Speakers
irDA Port

i355 i580 i615 i760 i850 i880 i930

ic402 ic502 ic902ic602

MOTOSLVR™

L7c 
MOTOKRZR™

V3m 
MOTORAZR™

K1m 
MOTO Q™

iDEN HANDSETS POWERSOURCE™ HANDSETS CDMA HANDSETS

7 MOTOROLA STANDARD FEATURES: Speakerphone, VibraCall® Alert, Voice Recorder, Integrated GPS1,2, SMS Messaging1,
Wireless Modem, Downloadable Ringtones, Screensavers and Games1

4 iDEN STANDARD FEATURES: Walkie-Talkie1,3, One Touch Walkie-Talkie1, Talkgroup1, SIM Card Operation**

*

1 Airtime, data charges, and/or additional charges may apply. Walkie-Talkie, Direct Talk and Direct Send require Walkie-Talkie, 
Direct Talk and Direct Send compatible phones. Network services like Internet, messaging services, cellular service and Original 
Walkie-Talkie Digital Two-Way Radio are not available when in Direct Talk mode.

2 Specific GPS implementation and/or capability may vary depending on handset and network.
3 International Walkie-Talkie is currently enabled in the Americas between Canada, the U.S., Argentina, Brazil, Peru and Mexico 

and also in the Middle East between Israel and Jordan. The ic902, ic502, ic602, and ic402 are U.S.-based products due to their 

dual-mode functionality on the iDEN and CDMA networks. In Canada, Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Mexico, Israel and Jordan, they 
would only be able to make walkie-talkie calls, but not interconnect calls. 

4 In order for Bluetooth devices to communicate with one another, they must utilize the same Bluetooth profile. To determine the 
profiles supported by other Motorola devices, visit www.hellomoto.com/bluetooth. For other devices, contact their respective 
manufacturer. Certain Bluetooth features including those listed may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth- enabled 
devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices, or by certain wireless carriers. Contact your 
wireless carrier about feature availability and functionality.

5 AgION Antimicrobial is a natural, non-toxic additive made of silver ions that has been added to the painted surfaces and keypads of 
certain products. It works to suppress, inhibit and combat the growth of product damaging microbes like mold and mildew to help resist 
odor. Phones coated with AgION do not protect users or others against germs.

6 High and low pressure, high and low temperature, dust, shock, vibration, solar radiation, humidity, salt fog, and blowing rain.
7 High and low pressure, high and low temperature, dust, shock, vibration, solar radiation.

Always contact your service provider about feature availability and functionality. All features, functionality and other product 
specifications are based upon the latest available information and are believed to be accurate; however such product specifications 
are subject to change without notice or obligation.
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Motorola and the Stylized M Logo are registered in the US Patent & Trademark office. The Bluetooth trademarks are owned by the proprietor and used by Motorola, Inc. under license. Java is a trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the 
US and other countries. NFL and the NFL shield design are registered trademarks of the National Football League. All other product or service names are the property of their respective owners. 
©Motorola, Inc. 2007. All rights reserved.
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PowerSource is the name Sprint uses to refer to 
dual-mode phones that combine iDEN dispatch and 
CDMA interconnect services. Cellular calls, data 
services (i.e., messaging and Internet)1 and GPS 
functions operate on the Sprint CDMA network. 
Walkie-Talkie, Group Walkie-Talkie, Talkgroup and 
Direct SendSM functions operate on the Nextel 
iDEN network.

Get the best of both worlds in one phone. Enjoy 
crisp voice calling, a powerful network and the most 
advanced calling services available on the Nation-
wide Sprint Network. Feel secure and confident, 
and connect in an instant coast-to-coast or 
internationally3 on Nextel’s private network. 

Group Walkie-Talkie and Talkgroup provide instant 
nationwide or international3 group communications 
between iDEN handsets with this feature on the 
Nextel network. Group Walkie-Talkie allows you to 
set up a group call directly from your phone with 
up to 20 people. Talkgroup allows you to set up a 
pre-programmed group or fleet of up to 100 people 
and must be established directly with Nextel.

Quickly and easily connect with groups of 
friends, family, or co-workers to get your message 
out fast. With Group Walkie-Talkie, instantly 
customize multiple small groups on your phone. 
With Talkgroup, communicate with large 
groups instantly. 

Walkie-Talkie is the signature two-way radio built 
into all iDEN and dual-mode PowerSource phones 
that operates on the Nextel network. Provides 
fast and efficient nationwide and international 
communications with direct access to your 
contacts through individual or group calls.

Connect instantly with friends, family, and 
co-workers nationwide or country to country 
with a touch of a button.

Take full-color digital pictures. Store and send 
them right from your phone to a computer, or a 
Power Vision-enabled PowerSource or Sprint 
CDMA phone, while on the Sprint network. 
You could also upload pictures to your personal 
web account at www.sprint.com/picturemail.

Share your pictures and messages instantly with 
other Sprint users. Easily store pictures in your 
phone’s mobile photo album or your personal 
web account.

Global Positioning System (GPS) lets you view your 
approximate location. Download Java applications 
to provide navigation services, tracking and 
management of data and assets in real time.

GPS solutions are readily available for business and 
personal use whether you need turn-by-turn driving 
directions, off-road navigation tips, an easier way to 
track mobile resources, or a way to keep track of 
employees or family members. 

Bluetooth technology allows you to wirelessly 
exchange information with other compatible 
Bluetooth enabled devices such as wireless phones, 
headsets,  printers or desktop computer adaptors 
located within 32 feet (10 meters). Bluetooth Stereo 
Wireless Technology allows you to connect wirelessly 
to compatible stereo headsets in order to answer 
calls or hear music directly from your headset.

Enjoy freedom from tethered wires and cables.  
Hold a conversation and listen to your favorite 
tunes with a compatible stereo headset. Print 
quickly and easily to a compatible Bluetooth 
printer. Send items wirelessly to your computer.

Send contact information or pictures to other Direct 
Send-enabled phones via the walkie-talkie button 
on the Nextel network.

When you send contact info or a photo during a 
walkie-talkie conversation it appears on the other 
person’s display for real-time sharing.

Built-in off-network digital walkie-talkie allows you 
to contact other DirectTalk users within a 6-mile 
radius when network services are unavailable.

Provides reliable back-up communications in times 
of emergency, network outage, or when traveling to 
remote areas for hiking, camping or skiing.

Send or receive either audio, images, text or all 
three in the same message to or from email 
addresses and other MMS-capable phones.

Take a picture, add text, or record a voice note 
and send it to an email address or another 
MMS-capable phone.

Sprint Power Vision (EVDO) services allow for 
broadband-like data speeds which provide users 
with rich, clear visuals, high quality sound, and 
sophisticated multimedia services. Features and 
applications such as On Demand, Voice SMS, 
Sprint TVSM1, Sprint Picture MailSM1, and the 
Sprint Music Store1 are only accessible through 
Power Vision enabled handsets. Sprint Power Vision 
is a Sprint Network service and is only available on 
PowerSource or CDMA phones.

Provides users with high speed data access for an 
enhanced user experience. Download your favorite 
tunes quickly from the Sprint Music Store1. Get 
customized up-to-date information related to news, 
sports, money, movies, and weather with Sprint On 
Demand Service. Enhance your messaging with a 
Voice SMS instead of a regular text message. 
Quickly shoot and share digital pictures with Sprint 
Picture MailSM1. Watch video clips on demand while 
on the go with full-motion video and vivid sound 
with Sprint TVSM1.
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7 Motorola Standard Features *
INTERNAL FEATURES
Dual Mode 
Voice-Activated Dialing 
Advanced Speech Recognition
Java™ Technology Enabled
Location Based Services1

Instant Messaging1

Internet Microbrowser1

Photo Caller ID1

Music Player
Digital Camera / Video Camcorder
Memory Expansion Capability
Integrated Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 4 
Integrated Bluetooth® Stereo Wireless Technology 4  
Microsoft® Windows Mobile™-based Smartphone
Sync with Outlook® 
Windows Media®  Player Mobile
Good Mobile Messaging1

Microsoft® Office Outlook Mobile
NEXTEL NETWORK FEATURES
4 iDEN Standard Features **
DirectTalkSM Off-Network Walkie-Talkie1

Group Walkie-Talkie1

Direct SendSM Contact1

Direct SendSM  Picture1

Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS)1

SPRINT NETWORK FEATURES
Sprint Power VisionSM Enabled1

Sprint On Demand Service1

Sprint Picture MailSM 1

NFL® Mobile from Sprint
Sprint Music Store1

Sprint TVSM 1

Voice SMS1

EXTERNAL FEATURES
AgION® Antimicrobial Technology5

Meets US 810F Military Specifications for Durability6 
Meets US 810F Military Specifications Lite for Durability7 
Rubber Easy-To-Grip Overmold
Stereo Speakers
irDA Port

i355 i580 i615 i760 i850 i880 i930

ic402 ic502 ic902ic602

MOTOSLVR™

L7c 
MOTOKRZR™

V3m 
MOTORAZR™

K1m 
MOTO Q™

iDEN HANDSETS POWERSOURCE™ HANDSETS CDMA HANDSETS
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7 MOTOROLA STANDARD FEATURES: Speakerphone, VibraCall® Alert, Voice Recorder, Integrated GPS1,2, SMS Messaging1,
Wireless Modem, Downloadable Ringtones, Screensavers and Games1

4 iDEN STANDARD FEATURES: Walkie-Talkie1,3, One Touch Walkie-Talkie1, Talkgroup1, SIM Card Operation**

*

1 Airtime, data charges, and/or additional charges may apply. Walkie-Talkie, Direct Talk and Direct Send require Walkie-Talkie, 
Direct Talk and Direct Send compatible phones. Network services like Internet, messaging services, cellular service and Original 
Walkie-Talkie Digital Two-Way Radio are not available when in Direct Talk mode.

2 Specific GPS implementation and/or capability may vary depending on handset and network.
3 International Walkie-Talkie is currently enabled in the Americas between Canada, the U.S., Argentina, Brazil, Peru and Mexico 

and also in the Middle East between Israel and Jordan. The ic902, ic502, ic602, and ic402 are U.S.-based products due to their 

dual-mode functionality on the iDEN and CDMA networks. In Canada, Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Mexico, Israel and Jordan, they 
would only be able to make walkie-talkie calls, but not interconnect calls. 

4 In order for Bluetooth devices to communicate with one another, they must utilize the same Bluetooth profile. To determine the 
profiles supported by other Motorola devices, visit www.hellomoto.com/bluetooth. For other devices, contact their respective 
manufacturer. Certain Bluetooth features including those listed may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth- enabled 
devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices, or by certain wireless carriers. Contact your 
wireless carrier about feature availability and functionality.

5 AgION Antimicrobial is a natural, non-toxic additive made of silver ions that has been added to the painted surfaces and keypads of 
certain products. It works to suppress, inhibit and combat the growth of product damaging microbes like mold and mildew to help resist 
odor. Phones coated with AgION do not protect users or others against germs.

6 High and low pressure, high and low temperature, dust, shock, vibration, solar radiation, humidity, salt fog, and blowing rain.
7 High and low pressure, high and low temperature, dust, shock, vibration, solar radiation.

Always contact your service provider about feature availability and functionality. All features, functionality and other product 
specifications are based upon the latest available information and are believed to be accurate; however such product specifications 
are subject to change without notice or obligation.
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PowerSource is the name Sprint uses to refer to 
dual-mode phones that combine iDEN dispatch and 
CDMA interconnect services. Cellular calls, data 
services (i.e., messaging and Internet)1 and GPS 
functions operate on the Sprint CDMA network. 
Walkie-Talkie, Group Walkie-Talkie, Talkgroup and 
Direct SendSM functions operate on the Nextel 
iDEN network.

Get the best of both worlds in one phone. Enjoy 
crisp voice calling, a powerful network and the most 
advanced calling services available on the Nation-
wide Sprint Network. Feel secure and confident, 
and connect in an instant coast-to-coast or 
internationally3 on Nextel’s private network. 

Group Walkie-Talkie and Talkgroup provide instant 
nationwide or international3 group communications 
between iDEN handsets with this feature on the 
Nextel network. Group Walkie-Talkie allows you to 
set up a group call directly from your phone with 
up to 20 people. Talkgroup allows you to set up a 
pre-programmed group or fleet of up to 100 people 
and must be established directly with Nextel.

Quickly and easily connect with groups of 
friends, family, or co-workers to get your message 
out fast. With Group Walkie-Talkie, instantly 
customize multiple small groups on your phone. 
With Talkgroup, communicate with large 
groups instantly. 

Walkie-Talkie is the signature two-way radio built 
into all iDEN and dual-mode PowerSource phones 
that operates on the Nextel network. Provides 
fast and efficient nationwide and international 
communications with direct access to your 
contacts through individual or group calls.

Connect instantly with friends, family, and 
co-workers nationwide or country to country 
with a touch of a button.

Take full-color digital pictures. Store and send 
them right from your phone to a computer, or a 
Power Vision-enabled PowerSource or Sprint 
CDMA phone, while on the Sprint network. 
You could also upload pictures to your personal 
web account at www.sprint.com/picturemail.

Share your pictures and messages instantly with 
other Sprint users. Easily store pictures in your 
phone’s mobile photo album or your personal 
web account.

Global Positioning System (GPS) lets you view your 
approximate location. Download Java applications 
to provide navigation services, tracking and 
management of data and assets in real time.

GPS solutions are readily available for business and 
personal use whether you need turn-by-turn driving 
directions, off-road navigation tips, an easier way to 
track mobile resources, or a way to keep track of 
employees or family members. 

Bluetooth technology allows you to wirelessly 
exchange information with other compatible 
Bluetooth enabled devices such as wireless phones, 
headsets,  printers or desktop computer adaptors 
located within 32 feet (10 meters). Bluetooth Stereo 
Wireless Technology allows you to connect wirelessly 
to compatible stereo headsets in order to answer 
calls or hear music directly from your headset.

Enjoy freedom from tethered wires and cables.  
Hold a conversation and listen to your favorite 
tunes with a compatible stereo headset. Print 
quickly and easily to a compatible Bluetooth 
printer. Send items wirelessly to your computer.

Send contact information or pictures to other Direct 
Send-enabled phones via the walkie-talkie button 
on the Nextel network.

When you send contact info or a photo during a 
walkie-talkie conversation it appears on the other 
person’s display for real-time sharing.

Built-in off-network digital walkie-talkie allows you 
to contact other DirectTalk users within a 6-mile 
radius when network services are unavailable.

Provides reliable back-up communications in times 
of emergency, network outage, or when traveling to 
remote areas for hiking, camping or skiing.

Send or receive either audio, images, text or all 
three in the same message to or from email 
addresses and other MMS-capable phones.

Take a picture, add text, or record a voice note 
and send it to an email address or another 
MMS-capable phone.

Sprint Power Vision (EVDO) services allow for 
broadband-like data speeds which provide users 
with rich, clear visuals, high quality sound, and 
sophisticated multimedia services. Features and 
applications such as On Demand, Voice SMS, 
Sprint TVSM1, Sprint Picture MailSM1, and the 
Sprint Music Store1 are only accessible through 
Power Vision enabled handsets. Sprint Power Vision 
is a Sprint Network service and is only available on 
PowerSource or CDMA phones.

Provides users with high speed data access for an 
enhanced user experience. Download your favorite 
tunes quickly from the Sprint Music Store1. Get 
customized up-to-date information related to news, 
sports, money, movies, and weather with Sprint On 
Demand Service. Enhance your messaging with a 
Voice SMS instead of a regular text message. 
Quickly shoot and share digital pictures with Sprint 
Picture MailSM1. Watch video clips on demand while 
on the go with full-motion video and vivid sound 
with Sprint TVSM1.
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7 Motorola Standard Features *
INTERNAL FEATURES
Dual Mode 
Voice-Activated Dialing 
Advanced Speech Recognition
Java™ Technology Enabled
Location Based Services1

Instant Messaging1

Internet Microbrowser1

Photo Caller ID1

Music Player
Digital Camera / Video Camcorder
Memory Expansion Capability
Integrated Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 4 
Integrated Bluetooth® Stereo Wireless Technology 4  
Microsoft® Windows Mobile™-based Smartphone
Sync with Outlook® 
Windows Media®  Player Mobile
Good Mobile Messaging1

Microsoft® Office Outlook Mobile
NEXTEL NETWORK FEATURES
4 iDEN Standard Features **
DirectTalkSM Off-Network Walkie-Talkie1

Group Walkie-Talkie1

Direct SendSM Contact1

Direct SendSM  Picture1

Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS)1

SPRINT NETWORK FEATURES
Sprint Power VisionSM Enabled1

Sprint On Demand Service1

Sprint Picture MailSM 1

NFL® Mobile from Sprint
Sprint Music Store1

Sprint TVSM 1

Voice SMS1

EXTERNAL FEATURES
AgION® Antimicrobial Technology5

Meets US 810F Military Specifications for Durability6 
Meets US 810F Military Specifications Lite for Durability7 
Rubber Easy-To-Grip Overmold
Stereo Speakers
irDA Port

i355 i580 i615 i760 i850 i880 i930

ic402 ic502 ic902ic602

MOTOSLVR™

L7c 
MOTOKRZR™

V3m 
MOTORAZR™

K1m 
MOTO Q™

iDEN HANDSETS POWERSOURCE™ HANDSETS CDMA HANDSETS
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7 MOTOROLA STANDARD FEATURES: Speakerphone, VibraCall® Alert, Voice Recorder, Integrated GPS1,2, SMS Messaging1,
Wireless Modem, Downloadable Ringtones, Screensavers and Games1

4 iDEN STANDARD FEATURES: Walkie-Talkie1,3, One Touch Walkie-Talkie1, Talkgroup1, SIM Card Operation**

*

1 Airtime, data charges, and/or additional charges may apply. Walkie-Talkie, Direct Talk and Direct Send require Walkie-Talkie, 
Direct Talk and Direct Send compatible phones. Network services like Internet, messaging services, cellular service and Original 
Walkie-Talkie Digital Two-Way Radio are not available when in Direct Talk mode.

2 Specific GPS implementation and/or capability may vary depending on handset and network.
3 International Walkie-Talkie is currently enabled in the Americas between Canada, the U.S., Argentina, Brazil, Peru and Mexico 

and also in the Middle East between Israel and Jordan. The ic902, ic502, ic602, and ic402 are U.S.-based products due to their 

dual-mode functionality on the iDEN and CDMA networks. In Canada, Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Mexico, Israel and Jordan, they 
would only be able to make walkie-talkie calls, but not interconnect calls. 

4 In order for Bluetooth devices to communicate with one another, they must utilize the same Bluetooth profile. To determine the 
profiles supported by other Motorola devices, visit www.hellomoto.com/bluetooth. For other devices, contact their respective 
manufacturer. Certain Bluetooth features including those listed may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth- enabled 
devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices, or by certain wireless carriers. Contact your 
wireless carrier about feature availability and functionality.

5 AgION Antimicrobial is a natural, non-toxic additive made of silver ions that has been added to the painted surfaces and keypads of 
certain products. It works to suppress, inhibit and combat the growth of product damaging microbes like mold and mildew to help resist 
odor. Phones coated with AgION do not protect users or others against germs.

6 High and low pressure, high and low temperature, dust, shock, vibration, solar radiation, humidity, salt fog, and blowing rain.
7 High and low pressure, high and low temperature, dust, shock, vibration, solar radiation.

Always contact your service provider about feature availability and functionality. All features, functionality and other product 
specifications are based upon the latest available information and are believed to be accurate; however such product specifications 
are subject to change without notice or obligation.
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PowerSource is the name Sprint uses to refer to 
dual-mode phones that combine iDEN dispatch and 
CDMA interconnect services. Cellular calls, data 
services (i.e., messaging and Internet)1 and GPS 
functions operate on the Sprint CDMA network. 
Walkie-Talkie, Group Walkie-Talkie, Talkgroup and 
Direct SendSM functions operate on the Nextel 
iDEN network.

Get the best of both worlds in one phone. Enjoy 
crisp voice calling, a powerful network and the most 
advanced calling services available on the Nation-
wide Sprint Network. Feel secure and confident, 
and connect in an instant coast-to-coast or 
internationally3 on Nextel’s private network. 

Group Walkie-Talkie and Talkgroup provide instant 
nationwide or international3 group communications 
between iDEN handsets with this feature on the 
Nextel network. Group Walkie-Talkie allows you to 
set up a group call directly from your phone with 
up to 20 people. Talkgroup allows you to set up a 
pre-programmed group or fleet of up to 100 people 
and must be established directly with Nextel.

Quickly and easily connect with groups of 
friends, family, or co-workers to get your message 
out fast. With Group Walkie-Talkie, instantly 
customize multiple small groups on your phone. 
With Talkgroup, communicate with large 
groups instantly. 

Walkie-Talkie is the signature two-way radio built 
into all iDEN and dual-mode PowerSource phones 
that operates on the Nextel network. Provides 
fast and efficient nationwide and international 
communications with direct access to your 
contacts through individual or group calls.

Connect instantly with friends, family, and 
co-workers nationwide or country to country 
with a touch of a button.

Take full-color digital pictures. Store and send 
them right from your phone to a computer, or a 
Power Vision-enabled PowerSource or Sprint 
CDMA phone, while on the Sprint network. 
You could also upload pictures to your personal 
web account at www.sprint.com/picturemail.

Share your pictures and messages instantly with 
other Sprint users. Easily store pictures in your 
phone’s mobile photo album or your personal 
web account.

Global Positioning System (GPS) lets you view your 
approximate location. Download Java applications 
to provide navigation services, tracking and 
management of data and assets in real time.

GPS solutions are readily available for business and 
personal use whether you need turn-by-turn driving 
directions, off-road navigation tips, an easier way to 
track mobile resources, or a way to keep track of 
employees or family members. 

Bluetooth technology allows you to wirelessly 
exchange information with other compatible 
Bluetooth enabled devices such as wireless phones, 
headsets,  printers or desktop computer adaptors 
located within 32 feet (10 meters). Bluetooth Stereo 
Wireless Technology allows you to connect wirelessly 
to compatible stereo headsets in order to answer 
calls or hear music directly from your headset.

Enjoy freedom from tethered wires and cables.  
Hold a conversation and listen to your favorite 
tunes with a compatible stereo headset. Print 
quickly and easily to a compatible Bluetooth 
printer. Send items wirelessly to your computer.

Send contact information or pictures to other Direct 
Send-enabled phones via the walkie-talkie button 
on the Nextel network.

When you send contact info or a photo during a 
walkie-talkie conversation it appears on the other 
person’s display for real-time sharing.

Built-in off-network digital walkie-talkie allows you 
to contact other DirectTalk users within a 6-mile 
radius when network services are unavailable.

Provides reliable back-up communications in times 
of emergency, network outage, or when traveling to 
remote areas for hiking, camping or skiing.

Send or receive either audio, images, text or all 
three in the same message to or from email 
addresses and other MMS-capable phones.

Take a picture, add text, or record a voice note 
and send it to an email address or another 
MMS-capable phone.

Sprint Power Vision (EVDO) services allow for 
broadband-like data speeds which provide users 
with rich, clear visuals, high quality sound, and 
sophisticated multimedia services. Features and 
applications such as On Demand, Voice SMS, 
Sprint TVSM1, Sprint Picture MailSM1, and the 
Sprint Music Store1 are only accessible through 
Power Vision enabled handsets. Sprint Power Vision 
is a Sprint Network service and is only available on 
PowerSource or CDMA phones.

Provides users with high speed data access for an 
enhanced user experience. Download your favorite 
tunes quickly from the Sprint Music Store1. Get 
customized up-to-date information related to news, 
sports, money, movies, and weather with Sprint On 
Demand Service. Enhance your messaging with a 
Voice SMS instead of a regular text message. 
Quickly shoot and share digital pictures with Sprint 
Picture MailSM1. Watch video clips on demand while 
on the go with full-motion video and vivid sound 
with Sprint TVSM1.
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7 Motorola Standard Features *
INTERNAL FEATURES
Dual Mode 
Voice-Activated Dialing 
Advanced Speech Recognition
Java™ Technology Enabled
Location Based Services1

Instant Messaging1

Internet Microbrowser1

Photo Caller ID1

Music Player
Digital Camera / Video Camcorder
Memory Expansion Capability
Integrated Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 4 
Integrated Bluetooth® Stereo Wireless Technology 4  
Microsoft® Windows Mobile™-based Smartphone
Sync with Outlook® 
Windows Media®  Player Mobile
Good Mobile Messaging1

Microsoft® Office Outlook Mobile
NEXTEL NETWORK FEATURES
4 iDEN Standard Features **
DirectTalkSM Off-Network Walkie-Talkie1

Group Walkie-Talkie1

Direct SendSM Contact1

Direct SendSM  Picture1

Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS)1

SPRINT NETWORK FEATURES
Sprint Power VisionSM Enabled1

Sprint On Demand Service1

Sprint Picture MailSM 1

NFL® Mobile from Sprint
Sprint Music Store1

Sprint TVSM 1

Voice SMS1

EXTERNAL FEATURES
AgION® Antimicrobial Technology5

Meets US 810F Military Specifications for Durability6 
Meets US 810F Military Specifications Lite for Durability7 
Rubber Easy-To-Grip Overmold
Stereo Speakers
irDA Port

i355 i580 i615 i760 i850 i880 i930

ic402 ic502 ic902ic602

MOTOSLVR™

L7c 
MOTOKRZR™

V3m 
MOTORAZR™

K1m 
MOTO Q™

iDEN HANDSETS POWERSOURCE™ HANDSETS CDMA HANDSETS

Motorola
Product Portfolio 

7 MOTOROLA STANDARD FEATURES: Speakerphone, VibraCall® Alert, Voice Recorder, Integrated GPS1,2, SMS Messaging1,
Wireless Modem, Downloadable Ringtones, Screensavers and Games1

4 iDEN STANDARD FEATURES: Walkie-Talkie1,3, One Touch Walkie-Talkie1, Talkgroup1, SIM Card Operation**

*

1 Airtime, data charges, and/or additional charges may apply. Walkie-Talkie, Direct Talk and Direct Send require Walkie-Talkie, 
Direct Talk and Direct Send compatible phones. Network services like Internet, messaging services, cellular service and Original 
Walkie-Talkie Digital Two-Way Radio are not available when in Direct Talk mode.

2 Specific GPS implementation and/or capability may vary depending on handset and network.
3 International Walkie-Talkie is currently enabled in the Americas between Canada, the U.S., Argentina, Brazil, Peru and Mexico 

and also in the Middle East between Israel and Jordan. The ic902, ic502, ic602, and ic402 are U.S.-based products due to their 

dual-mode functionality on the iDEN and CDMA networks. In Canada, Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Mexico, Israel and Jordan, they 
would only be able to make walkie-talkie calls, but not interconnect calls. 

4 In order for Bluetooth devices to communicate with one another, they must utilize the same Bluetooth profile. To determine the 
profiles supported by other Motorola devices, visit www.hellomoto.com/bluetooth. For other devices, contact their respective 
manufacturer. Certain Bluetooth features including those listed may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth- enabled 
devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices, or by certain wireless carriers. Contact your 
wireless carrier about feature availability and functionality.

5 AgION Antimicrobial is a natural, non-toxic additive made of silver ions that has been added to the painted surfaces and keypads of 
certain products. It works to suppress, inhibit and combat the growth of product damaging microbes like mold and mildew to help resist 
odor. Phones coated with AgION do not protect users or others against germs.

6 High and low pressure, high and low temperature, dust, shock, vibration, solar radiation, humidity, salt fog, and blowing rain.
7 High and low pressure, high and low temperature, dust, shock, vibration, solar radiation.

Always contact your service provider about feature availability and functionality. All features, functionality and other product 
specifications are based upon the latest available information and are believed to be accurate; however such product specifications 
are subject to change without notice or obligation.
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ic402

iDEN/CDMA

2003

PowerSource is the name Sprint uses to refer to 
dual-mode phones that combine iDEN dispatch and 
CDMA interconnect services. Cellular calls, data 
services (i.e., messaging and Internet)1 and GPS 
functions operate on the Sprint CDMA network. 
Walkie-Talkie, Group Walkie-Talkie, Talkgroup and 
Direct SendSM functions operate on the Nextel 
iDEN network.

Get the best of both worlds in one phone. Enjoy 
crisp voice calling, a powerful network and the most 
advanced calling services available on the Nation-
wide Sprint Network. Feel secure and confident, 
and connect in an instant coast-to-coast or 
internationally3 on Nextel’s private network. 

Group Walkie-Talkie and Talkgroup provide instant 
nationwide or international3 group communications 
between iDEN handsets with this feature on the 
Nextel network. Group Walkie-Talkie allows you to 
set up a group call directly from your phone with 
up to 20 people. Talkgroup allows you to set up a 
pre-programmed group or fleet of up to 100 people 
and must be established directly with Nextel.

Quickly and easily connect with groups of 
friends, family, or co-workers to get your message 
out fast. With Group Walkie-Talkie, instantly 
customize multiple small groups on your phone. 
With Talkgroup, communicate with large 
groups instantly. 

Walkie-Talkie is the signature two-way radio built 
into all iDEN and dual-mode PowerSource phones 
that operates on the Nextel network. Provides 
fast and efficient nationwide and international 
communications with direct access to your 
contacts through individual or group calls.

Connect instantly with friends, family, and 
co-workers nationwide or country to country 
with a touch of a button.

Take full-color digital pictures. Store and send 
them right from your phone to a computer, or a 
Power Vision-enabled PowerSource or Sprint 
CDMA phone, while on the Sprint network. 
You could also upload pictures to your personal 
web account at www.sprint.com/picturemail.

Share your pictures and messages instantly with 
other Sprint users. Easily store pictures in your 
phone’s mobile photo album or your personal 
web account.

Global Positioning System (GPS) lets you view your 
approximate location. Download Java applications 
to provide navigation services, tracking and 
management of data and assets in real time.

GPS solutions are readily available for business and 
personal use whether you need turn-by-turn driving 
directions, off-road navigation tips, an easier way to 
track mobile resources, or a way to keep track of 
employees or family members. 

Bluetooth technology allows you to wirelessly 
exchange information with other compatible 
Bluetooth enabled devices such as wireless phones, 
headsets,  printers or desktop computer adaptors 
located within 32 feet (10 meters). Bluetooth Stereo 
Wireless Technology allows you to connect wirelessly 
to compatible stereo headsets in order to answer 
calls or hear music directly from your headset.

Enjoy freedom from tethered wires and cables.  
Hold a conversation and listen to your favorite 
tunes with a compatible stereo headset. Print 
quickly and easily to a compatible Bluetooth 
printer. Send items wirelessly to your computer.

Send contact information or pictures to other Direct 
Send-enabled phones via the walkie-talkie button 
on the Nextel network.

When you send contact info or a photo during a 
walkie-talkie conversation it appears on the other 
person’s display for real-time sharing.

Built-in off-network digital walkie-talkie allows you 
to contact other DirectTalk users within a 6-mile 
radius when network services are unavailable.

Provides reliable back-up communications in times 
of emergency, network outage, or when traveling to 
remote areas for hiking, camping or skiing.

Send or receive either audio, images, text or all 
three in the same message to or from email 
addresses and other MMS-capable phones.

Take a picture, add text, or record a voice note 
and send it to an email address or another 
MMS-capable phone.

Sprint Power Vision (EVDO) services allow for 
broadband-like data speeds which provide users 
with rich, clear visuals, high quality sound, and 
sophisticated multimedia services. Features and 
applications such as On Demand, Voice SMS, 
Sprint TVSM1, Sprint Picture MailSM1, and the 
Sprint Music Store1 are only accessible through 
Power Vision enabled handsets. Sprint Power Vision 
is a Sprint Network service and is only available on 
PowerSource or CDMA phones.

Provides users with high speed data access for an 
enhanced user experience. Download your favorite 
tunes quickly from the Sprint Music Store1. Get 
customized up-to-date information related to news, 
sports, money, movies, and weather with Sprint On 
Demand Service. Enhance your messaging with a 
Voice SMS instead of a regular text message. 
Quickly shoot and share digital pictures with Sprint 
Picture MailSM1. Watch video clips on demand while 
on the go with full-motion video and vivid sound 
with Sprint TVSM1.
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